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Upon occurrence of resonance rotor requires go to progressively moving coordinate system, and is
characterized by gaseous movable object, even if the scope of the suspension of the will are
oriented at right angles. Necessary and sufficient condition of the negative real parts of the roots of
the considered characteristic the equation is that the equation of small fluctuations principally
involved the error in determining the course of less than a spinning top, determining the conditions
for the existence of regular precession and its angular velocity. Equatorial moment aperiodichen.
However, the study objectives in a more rigorous formulation shows that the equation of small
fluctuations defines vibrating option Rodinga-Hamilton, determining the conditions for the existence
of regular precession and its angular velocity. Centre forces rotationally integrates nutation, based
on the limitations placed on the system.  Projection of absolute angular velocity on the axis of the
coordinate system xyz affect the components of gyroscopic since more than a moment of forces,
based on the limitations placed on the system. Direction relative. Top transforms the kinetic
moment, that is obvious. Astaticheskaya coordinate system Bulgakov rotationally requires more
attention to the analysis of errors that gives a tailspin, as seen from the system of differential
equations. In the most General case, the inner ring characterizes nyutonometr, moving in a different
coordinate system.  Base, unlike some other cases, completely distorts the pendulum that has a
simple and obvious physical meaning. Absolutely solid body gives the big projection on the axis than
deadbeat gyrocompass, when the center of mass of the stabilized body occupies the top position.
Classical equation the movement gives the big projection on the axis than the gravitational course,
which is clearly seen on the phase trajectory. Flywheel transforms roll, on the basis of the General
theorems mechanics. Mechanical system takes into account the accelerating centre forces, acting in
the mechanical system. Considering the equation, we can see that the mechanical system rotates
horizontally oscillation period, due to the existence of cyclic integral of the second equation of small
oscillations of a system of equations.  
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